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Amoilg--the many changes wrought by the Industrial Revolution, the 
reformulation of issues in child care was perhaps the least noticed. 
Several forms of care were available to the society in which a con­
cern for-the parentless and the destitute child was beginning to be 
expressed: Those children who, for whatever reason, could not 
remain'with their own·families might be placed with other families, 
or they might be removed from family contact and housed with other 
children under the care of unrelated adults. By the nineteenth 
century, institutions and substitute family care, primari� In the form of indenture, had been introduced in the United States. 
The need for the placement of children away f�om their own ho�es 
?onstituted a f?ster family home--institution controversy. This contro­
versy was strongly supported by both the foster home adherents and the 
institution protagonists. Arguments for each type of environment found 
a significant place in the history of this controversy. 
As early as 1896 Homer Folks made a comparative summary of the 
home versus tbe institution.2 This comparison gave the good qualities 
of the home that were supposedly lacking in the institution. 
In the family there is a never-changing variety of interest; in 
the institution, there is comparatively unbroken monotony. 
lMartin Wolins and Irving Piliavin, Institution or Foster Family 
(New York: Child Welfare League of America, Inc., 1964);-p. 16. 
2Homer Folks; "Why-Should Dependent Children Be Reared in 
Families Ratner Than in Institutions?," Charities Review V (1896 )  140, 
141, 143,--cited by Martin Wolins and .Irving P11iavin, Institution or 
Foster }amfq (New York: Child Welfare League of America, Inc., 1904), 
p. 16, oo note 16. 
1 
- ··In the family, there is a gradual transition from the complete 
dependence of infancy to a larger measure of freedom and independ­
ence; • • • In the institution, on the other hand, there is of 
necessity a measure of restraint and repression which tends to 
obliterate individual distinctions, to discourage originality and 
inquiry. 
In the family there is an ever-present consciousness of the 
necessity of making both ends meet • • • • In the institution the 
children have practically no opportunity to learn the value of 
money. 
2 
Another feature of life in the family • • •  is that the child 
develops local relations and attachments which are a safeguard and 
an assistance in starting out �n life • • • • The boy who i§ suddenly 
transferred from an institution • • • is an isolated unit.J 
. .. 
These views indicated the expectations of the environment for those 
children in need of placement. nFolks also observed that although 
institutions vary in quality and s ome even achieve comparatively high 
levels of excellence, the tendency of the system can never be altered.n4 
As recently as 1966 Bet4Y Margaret Flint presented a similar observation. 
• · •  • Although each institution has unique characteristics, simi­
lar deficiencies in living arrangements exist in all. • • •  The 
milieu of an institution creates common distortions in behavior and 
in affective life which can be isolated and descri�d with remark­able similarity wherever the institution may exist. 
The foster family home-�i�ution controversy lingered for more 
than one hundred years. However, contemporary discussion has removed 
this artificial dichoto� and placed the concept onto a continium as 
illustrated in the following excerpt from Wolins and Piliavin.6 
4Ibid. 
5aetty Margaret Flint, The Child and The Institution, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1'900), p. 3�-
�olins.and Piliavin, �·�it., p. 3 . 
Foster care practice has evolve� then, to a point at which 
workers-are no longer expected to be wedded to a particular form of 
care; but to use the range of available facilities appropriate to 
the problems presented by the children being served, for •we have 
come to see that it is not a· question of either-or, but rather, 
which and when. In other words, no single plan can me7t the needs of every child for whom placement is necessary • • • • • · 
It has been established that there are children who need place-
ment away from their own homes. Some of these children find their way 
to institutions where group living becomes their way of life. Susanne 
Schulze presents some positives of group living • 
3 
• • • We do not hesitate to point up here as a positive factor in 
institutional group living the consistent daily routine with which 
it provides its children. To be sure, routine frequently has been 
misunderstood and misused by many an institution; yet when based on 
their needs as individuals and as mem�ers of a group and construc­tively used, its advantages are many. 
The debate of foster home versus institutions has taken a second 
position with the total needs of the child taking primacy within child 
car�� agencies. Emphasis on the future needs of children has taken on 
a new focus along with the immediate need for placement. Institutions 
caring for children have continued to evaluate their programs for 
several years. 
The Church of God Home for Children, Sevierville, Tennessee, has 
been involved in an on-going evaluation of its program since the organi-
zation of a social service department in 1962 with the goal of better 
preparing the children for adult responsibilities. Interest in 
7Ibid., footnote 64. 
Bsusanne Schulze, Creative Gr95P Living in a Children's Institu­
tion (New York: Association Press, 1 1), p. 9 .---
4 
continued evaluation of the program of the Church of God Home for Chil-
dren suggested the basis for a comparative study of the degree of social 
functioning of the adolescents in the Church of God Home for Children 
with adolescents in f amily settings . When the proposal for this study 
was presented to the administrators of this institution, the idea was 
accepted with enthusiasm and promises of ad ministrative support . The 
d�rec .�or of the Ch�ld and Family Services , Knoxville,  Tennessee, 
expressed a positive attitude when he was contacted regarding the pro-
posed study. 
I. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
It �as this study' s purpose : (1) to compare the d egree of social 
functioning of a sample of c hildren who reside in an institutional envi-
ronment with �n equal sample of children who reside in individual family 
situations, (2) to suggest guide lines for the development of a n  
instructional progr�m �o aid the children i n  the Church of God Home for 
Children with improving their individual social development if the 
suggestion for s uch a program is ind icated by this study, and (3) to 
generate interest in additional research studies as a part of this 
institution' s  program. 
'"' 
This study included children known to the Child and Family Serv-
ices �n Knoxville , Tennessee, and children living in the Church  of God 
• .  . 
Home for Children in Sevierville, Tennessee . The Church of God Home for 
Children was selected because the authors are personally involved with 
this institution' s  progra m. The Child and Fa mily Services was selected 
5 
as a comparison group due to the willingness of its ad ministration and 
its staff to c ooperate in the study. Another reason far selecting this 
soc �al agency was availability of c hildren with social problems who come 
fro m similar socio-economic backgrounds a s  do children residing in the 
Church of God Home for Children. 
II. SETTING 
Child and _
Famil y Services of Knox County. 
The purpose of this corporation is to c onduct nonprofit, volun­
tarilY Supported casework services for families and individuals when 
disorganization is threatened by personal, physical or social handi­
caps , so they  may develop the opportunity and capacity for satisfying 
useful lives; and to stre�then our community through too f ostering 
of healthful family life . 
It was for this purpose that a multiple-service ,  private agency grew out 
of the efforts of three Knoxville social agencies.with origins as early 
as 1929 . The purpose is carried out by four operating services : family 
counseling , casework with unmarried parents , adoptive plac ements ,  and 
boarding care for children. 
Child and Fa�ily Services of Knox County' s income consists of 
church �ontributions , designated gifts, payments from parents , contract 
payments from Knox County and the City of Knoxville for the boarding 
care of children, fees for counseling and adoptive services , and an 
. -
allocation from United Fund . 10 
9child and Family Services of Knox County, Inc . ,  11Board Members 
Manual, "' ( Knoxville : Child and Family Services , Revised 1966) , Article 
II, p. 2 .  (Mimeographed .) 
10Thid., p.  4 . 
This age ncy' s  affiliations are with the Family Service Associa­
tion of America ,  the Child Welfare League of America ,  Inc . ,  and the 
United Community Services of KnoXYille, Tennessee. The governing body 
11 of the agency is a board of directors with thirty members . Each mem-
ber is elected for a three-year term with a maximum serving period of 
6 
two consecutive terms . However, a member can be re -elected to the Board 
after one year of retirement . There are ten board committees:  execu-
tive, personnel, finance, nominating, property, case service , public 
relations , legal, Chris tmas ,  and volunteers .  
In 1929 the Knoxville's Community Chest gave auspices to the 
Episcopal Ch�rch to organize the Church Mission of Help . The purpose 
of this agency was go give casework services to unmarried mothers . In 
concurrence with the founding of this agency, seven people organized a 
new agency, Children ' s  Bureau, to provide foster family care for c hil­
dren. At that time all of the local institutional facilities such as,  
Home �or Friendless Babies, John Tarleton Home, Payne Avenue Home , and 
. -
Williams -Henson Home were overcrowded . 
. . 
Both the Church Mission of Help and Children' s  Bureau e xperi-
enced frequent changes of name , location, board of directors,  and 
function.� �n 1935 the Community Chest was disbanded . The Children's 
Bureau became a part of the City of Knoxville Department of Welfare 
llwilli8Jil Richard Hackett, "A Descriptive Comparison of Socio­
Economic Characteristics of Board Members of Children ' s  Bureau, Child 
and Family Services , Community Chest and United Community Services of 
Knoxville " (unpublis hed Master ' s  thesis , The University of Tennessee , 
Knoxville, 1965) • 
a nd the Church Mission of Help advisory committee became a governing 
board of directors with fund-raising responsibilities .  The Co mmunity 
Chest was re-incorporated in 1939. At that time ,  the Children ' s  Bureau 
was incorporat�d as a private agency . In 1946 Church Mission of Help 
extended its function to include youth programs and c hanged its name 
to Youth Services . In 1947 Children's Bureau attempted to include 
family services in its program by seeking additional funds from the 
Community Chest. The Chest did not reach its annual goal, causing the 
postponemen� of a new program for ten years .  
7 
On N�vember _1� 195? , the boards  of Youth Services and the pro­
posed Family Services.�Agen�y _combined to fonn Family and Youth Services . 
On April 1,  1957,  these two agencies c ame under the direction of one 
executive and ,  on October 3 , 1957, moved into its present office on 
- . 
Dameron Avenue . There was a consolidation of these two agencies which 
were for mal� �ncorporated on September 1, 1960, and named "Child and 
Family Services . "  "This agency shall annually meet the licensing 
sta nda!d � or  the State of Tennessee Department of Public Welfare to care 
for and place childre n. "12 · 
Church  of God � for Children, Sevierville , Tennessee . 
The Church  of God Home for Children is a private agency conducted 
under the auspices of the Church of God and offers institutional 
care , foster home a nd adoption services to dependent children. It 
is operated by an unpaid board of directors , with a duly constituted 
12 child and Fa mily Services of Knox County, Inc., "Board Members 
Manualn ( Knoxville: Child and Family Services, Revised 1966) , Article 
II, p .  2 .  (Mimeographed . )  
charter in accordance with the legal requirements of the State of 
Tennessee and the religious philosophy of the Church of God as �t­
lined by the Council of Ordained Ministers of the Church of God . 3 
The Church of God attempted to organize an  orphanage as early as 
1911. However, this effort was short-lived . 
8 
In 1912, Miss Mattie Perry of Elhanon, North Carolina, invited 
represe�tatives _of the Church of God to visit the Elhanon Institute, an 
orphanage _ and _school founded and maintained by her. A committee was 
sent to talk with her about bringing her wor k  under the auspices of the 
Church of God , but this was never effected . 
Then during the fourteenth General Assembly of the Church of God 
in 1919 the �eed f or an orphanage was presented and the delegates to the 
�s -�embly quickly re�ponded with pro mises of support . The results were 
that the first Church of God Home for Children was begun in Cleveland , 
Tennessee , on  December 17, 1920.14 
The first Church of God Home for Children was opened in a six-
room house i� Cleveland , Tennessee , with four children. "It was a 
small beginning but the care of orphans would become a per manent and 
prominent facet of the Church of God and its mission upon the earth. "l5 
During the next twenty-five years the Church of God Home for 
Children grew and expanded its services . In 1949, the property in 
13B,ylaws of Church of God Home for Children, Article II. 
(Mimeographed . )  
14charles Conn, Like A Mighty � (Cleveland , Tennessee : Church 
of God Publishing House , 195>), p. 152 . 
l5Ibid . J p.  153. 
9 
Sevierville, Tennessee, that had formerly been built as Murphy College 
.. .... . 
and later used as the Church of God Bible Training School, was occupied 
by the Church of God Home for Children.16 
The Church of God Home for Children derives its support from 
various sources, with the general church taking the chief financial 
responsibility by contributing 84 per cent of the annual budget.17 The 
pz:imary source of these contributions since 1937 has been the "Home for 
Children offering" which is received weekly in the Churches of God 
. 18 throughout the nation. In addition, an annual Church of God Home for 
Children offering is received nationwide in the Church of God on 
Mother's Day.19 State and district church conventions also contribute 
annually. 
The remaining 6 per cent of the annual budget comes from board 
payments made by relatives of the children �o live in the Church of 
God Home for Children, Social Security payments, donations from Chris-
tian Children's Fund, Inc., coupon sales, the government milk program, 
and yearly interest from an educational trust fund.20 
16Brochure distributed by Church of God Home for Children; 
Sevierville, Tennessee. (Printing date unknown.) 
17Budget, 1966-67, Church of God Home for Children; Sevierville, 
Tennessee, Proposed Receipts. (Mimeographed.) 
181939 Minutes of the General Assemb� of the Church of God (Clevela�ennessee:-church of God Publis�ng-House, 1939);-p:-28. 
191962 Minutes of the 49th General Assembly of the Church of God 
(Cleveland,Tennessee:-chm:'chorood Publishing House, 1962), p. 37.-
20Jmd�et, 1966-67, Church of God Home for Children, 11Proposed 
Receipts." {Mimeographed.) 
Interested persons also designate money annual� for banquets, 
prizes, trips, and other social events. In addition various companies 
10 
redeem the trading stamps and coupons that are sent to the Church of God 
Home for �h�ldren by �hu�ch of God members and friends. Over the past 
tw�nty ye�rs'the Church of God Home for Children has received more than 
21 $100,000 cash in redemption money. Bequests are also accepted and 
received; however, they constitute a small portion of the annual income. 
An additional estimated sixteen thousand dollars worth of commod-
ities is contributed annually through a "Fall Festival Drive." This 
. 
program was begun in 1958 when introduced to the administration by the 
Reverend P. H. McCarn who was the superintendent of the Church of God 
Home for Children in North Carolina at that time. The Fall Festival 
Drive is an administrative promotion program with churches volunteering 
to_ participate. A list of needed items is sent to each interested 
state. The drive is presented during the Thanksgiving season, with the 
participating states promoting it to individual churches according to 
districts. In 1966, thirteen states participated in the Fall Festival 
Drive. 
The governing body of the Church of God Home for Children is 
compo�ed of the board of directors with twenty-two members. Eighteen 
of these members shall be elected by the General Council of Ordained 
Ministers and seven members, one of whom will be the chairman, shall 
21Brochure distributed by Church of God Home for Children; 
Sevierville, Tennessee. (Printing date unknown.) 
11 
be appointed by the General Executive Committee of the Church of God. 
A board member can serve three two-year terms and be re-elected after a 
22 retirement of one year. 
All action regarding the development of the Church of God Home 
for Children must be transacted by the General Assembly of the Church 
of God which convenes every two years. In 1943 at the thirty-eighth 
General Assembly the'Orphanage Board appointed the first superintendent. 
Before this time tIE houseparents were in charge, with the board chair­
man serving as superintendent de facto.23 
On April 10, 1946, the first Charter of Incorporation was drawn 
up by the Tennessee State Department of Public Welfare. As early as 
1954 this institution was called rtChurch of God Home for Children. n 
However, it was not until December 3, 1962, that the name, nchurch of 
God O�hanagert was changed to rtChurch of God Home for Children." At 
this same time the corporation was licensed as a child-placing 
agency.24 
"The function of an institution generally is reflected in its 
administrative policies and the services whereby these policies are 
22rnterview with P.  H. McCarn, Superintendent, Church of God 
Home for Children, �evierville, Tennessee, February 4, 1967. 
23conn� �· cit., p. 249. 
24churcn of God Home for Children Charter, as recorded in 
Corporation Record Amendment, Office of the Secretary of State, 
Nashville, TEnnessee, Book P-49, p. 754. 
12 
applied • • • •  Improvements are in evidence more in the church than in 
fraternal groups.�25 
The Church of God has kept pace with Hopkirk's observation by 
increasing emphasis on the care given to the children living in its 
institutions. Buildings and lands were given priority in the early 
years of the institution's existence. The following excerpt from a 
report_ t� the 1943 General Assembly of the Church of God indicates the 
importance this institution attached to the physical plant • 
• • ; We have built a new potato house that will take care of 
both Irish and sweet potatoes for both Homes, a new milk house that 
will make our dairy Grade A,  a new silo, a new well house, and a new 
poultry house that will take care of about 1500 hens. We have put 
in concrete walks from the Home to the barn and installed a walk-in 
cooler that enables yg to do our own butchering and furnish fresh 
meat for both Homes.2 
The trend toward the best care for children as individuals took 
on new !ife in the Church of God Home for Children with the establishing 
of a social service department in 1962. 
• • • The need of the child, and not parental, social or reli­
gious background, will be the determining factor in accepting 
children. The age limit of children for admission is from two years 
to twelve years. Exceptions will be considered to keep a family 
group together.27 
25Howard W. Hopkirk, Institutions Serving Children (New York: 
Russell �age Foun�ation, 1944), pp. 3-4. 
26conn, loc. cit. 
27Brochure distributed by Church of God Home for Children, 
Sevierville, Tennessee. (Printing date unknown.) 
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Since the establishment of the social service department, more emphasis 
has been given to the need of institutional placement for the individual 
child • 
• • • With a staff of professional� trained workers, the func­
tion of this department is to provide casework services for the 
child-and his family. This usually begins before the child is 
accepted into the Home and while the intake study is being com­
pleted. The intake study enables the Home to determine whether or 
not the particular child's needs can be met by the Home. Casework 
services continue while the child is in the Home, and during the 
time that plans are made for the child's release. The social worker 
helps the child accept placement, to maintain contact with his 
family and, whenever possible, works toward rehabil�gating the 
!ami� where the child can be returned to the home. 
The social service department was one step among many progres-
sive steps taken by the Church of God Home for Children. This depart-
ment has assisted older children in choosing careers where in years 
past, when a child reached eighteen, he could leave the Church of God 
Hom�_for Children without having any immediate plan in mind. An 
educational program has been established which enables those children 
who are interested and capable to attend two years at Lee College, 
Cleveland,� Ten�.:ssee. 
Since its inception the Church of God Home for Children has 
provided dormitory group living for children. In 1965 a program of 
of development bega� with re-organization of the services to cottage­
type living. A greater consideration has been given to the employment 
of houseparents as indicated in Paul Duncan's evaluation of the 
advantages of couples as cottage parents. 
28nchurch of God Home for Children, Sevierville, Tennessee" 
(Cleveland, Tenn.: Church of God Publishing House, 1965 ) ,  unpaged bro­
chure. 
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Just what is it about a couple that makes it more desirable as 
cottage parents than the housemother. There are probably many more, 
but .I have-identified four advantages. First is the advantage of 
shared responsibility. Working together the husband and wife can 
help each other. Although the housemother is usually considered to 
be responsible for the cottage, the housefather is able to share 
this responsibility. Second, and closely akin to the first, is that 
the couple, as opposed to the single person, offers more security in 
maintaining stability and order in the cottage� The daily living 
tasks will engender problems from time to time, and the husband and 
wife team will provide a broader bulwark against which the children 
can test their feelings and emotions. 
Third, the housefather and housemother will be a source of mutual 
support and inspiration. In decisions that have to be made the 
couple can support each other. All of us have a limit to our 
.reserve of energy. Husband and wife are able to give to each other 
and in turn they will have more to give to the children. 
Fourth, a couple has the decided advantage of presenting models 
for_identification. It is very important for both boys and girls to 
have someone of the same sex with whom they can identify and someone 
of the opposite sex to whom they can l:arn to relate successfully. 
In Sevierville we have three couples serving as houseparents. 
They have responsibility for our three oldest groups of boys. They 
�re working out very well and the presence of these three men in the 
boys' dormitory may be a big influence,on the fact that at present 
we are having far fewer discipline problems there than in the girls' 
dormitory where there are no couples.29 _ 
The Church of God Home for Children is now a multi-functioning 
agency licensed by the Tennessee State Department of Public Welfare. In 
addition to group care this institution offers casework services to the 
children in care and supervision of children in foster family homes, 
rec�its adoptive homes, and places children in permanent adoptive 
homes. There were one hundred and sixty children residing in the Church 
29aeports and/or Complete Texts Presented At The Church of God 
Homes for Children Tri-Board of Directors Meeting, October 5, 1965, 
Kannapolis, North Carolina. (Mimeographed.) 
of God Home for Children at the time of the study, and applications for 
pla�ement are recetved for a greater number than can possibly be cared 
for .  
III . SCOPE AND METHOD 
The process  of growing up always has frightening features. On 
the one hand the young person looks forward to a freedom which he 
can'· only learn to exercise constructively later by plunging in 
now . He cannot foresee the problems until he arrives at them in 
practi,::e--eithe r the problems of the outside world or of his own 
reactions to fa cing them . This'can only be worked out when he faces 
an employer and other employees; whe n.he deals with potential sex 
partners; and when he is testing himself and is accepted or not 
accepted in work and in love-making .JO 
These excerpts from Brill and Thomas' discussion of life in a 
childre�'s home express  the c hild ' s  need to experience a degree of 
responsibility throughout his life.  
The quality of his assurance and hopefulness or of his anxiety 
and,self-distrust must depend on how his home life up to this point 
has-colored his inner world with one or the other emotion . Whether 
the child returns to the Home or not, his memories of having been 
helped and understood within it must affect his abilit� to tolerate 
work through the new anxieties inherent in adult life.Jl 
If he has left in a mood of d isillusionment and frustration his 
approach to difficulties of adult life will be marked by all the 
variety of facades which substitute for real satisfaction in 
rebellious and unhappy young people , �ather than wi th a steady increase of understand ing and power . 3 
30Kenneth Brill and Ruth Thomas,  Children In Homes (London: 
Victor Golhanz , Ltd . ,  196.5 ) , p. 108 .  -
-
31Ibid ., p .  108 . 
32Ibid . 
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It can be assumed that most children face employment, dating, 
purchasing and budgeting problems sometime in their lives. The prepa-
ration they receive for coping with these situations depends on educa-
tiqnal training and opportunities to experiment with decisions in their 
individual living environment. Therefore, two types of living arrange-
ments, family settings and an institutional setting, were examined in 
this study. 
"The Church of God Home for Children in Sevierville, Tennessee, 
was used as the institutional setting for this study. The authors of 
�he study had personal affiliations with this institution, which helped 
create in them an interest resulting in this research project. The 
authors' observations of t he adjustment to total life responsibilities 
of children le�ying the Church of �od Home for Children raised a 
qu�stion. Do children in the Church of God Home for Children know as 
much about employment, dating, and purchasing and budgeting as do chil-
' 
dren living in family groups? Therefore, this study was initiated to 
compare attitudes and behavior of children in this institution with 
children living in family groups. 
The selection of a sample group of children living in family set-
�ings involved several alternatives. Consideration was given to using 
children in the Sevier County school system. The use of this group 
would have involved some of the children in the Church of God Home for 
Children who were in its study group. Therefore, this idea was 
discarded. The authors debated the use of children in church groups in 
other towns which would have assumed a cross section of selected 
socio-economic classes . Discussion of the use of children in the 
Knoxville, Tennessee , city schools received negative response because 
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of the possible inclusion of different races as well as a variety of 
living standard s .  It would have been difficult to select a matched 
sample of children since only one race of children from similar economic 
living standards resided in the Church of God Home for Children. The 
deliber�tion of the use of a comparison group brought about the decision 
to use children of the same race and socio-economic level, and from 
similar social environment as those in the Church of God Home for Chil­
dren. Th�:efore , children from some of the clientele of a social agency 
were selected for a comparison group for this study. 
Conferences with the director of the Child and Family Services in 
Knoxville, Tennessee, ind icated an interest on the part of that agency 
to participate in this study. In individual conferences the supervisor 
and caseworkers of the Children ' s  Division further displayed a willing­
ness to co-operate in sharing information about children in their case­
loads . The. �aseworkers expressed an interest in the responses of 
children in foster homes for evaluation purposes . Therefore, this study 
held some incentive for the Child and Family Services agency. 
Children to be used in the study were sampled after the selection 
of the �ettings was final . Only one race wa s represented because the 
Church of God Home for Children has an all-Caucasian group of children. 
Therefore, this limited the selection of children that could be included 
in the study from the Child and Family Services , f or their clientele is 
made up of many races . Children in th eir adolescence were selected 
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since it can be assumed that this group would have had some experience 
�n e�ployment, dating, purchasing and budgeting. This procedure of 
selection developed the population of twenty-five boys and girls, ages 
twelve through eighteen, from the Church of God Home for Children in 
S�vie�ille, Tennessee, and twenty-five boys and girls, ages twelve 
through eighteen, from the Child and Family Services in Knoxville, 
Tennessee. 
Twenty-five children who have resided in the Church of God Home 
for Children, Sevierville, Tennessee, since 1963 or before were included 
in this study. The authors had observed that children who come to the 
Church of God Home for Children during, or after, their pre-adolescence 
have been exposed to opportunities leading to a higher level of social 
maturity which institutional living does not provide. For this reason 
o�y children who entered the Church of God Home for Children at a young 
age, but who were now pre-adolescents or older, were included in the 
study. The authors observed that children who have been denied the 
opportunities an d responsibilities a family-type environment affords 
seem to be deprived of their initiative and of an awareness of the 
ben�!its derived from striving for personal independence. For example: 
A, __ aged thirteen, had been in the Church of God Home for Children for 
eight years and had never been shopping for himself. B, aged"thirteen, 
� 
who was placed in the Church of God Home for Children at the age of 
eleven, had selected his aWn clothes for several years before placement 
in an institution. C, aged sixteen, had lived in the Church of God Home 
for Children for eight years and had never earned any money. D ,  aged 
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sixteen, came to the Church of God Home for Children when she was four-
teen and immediately requested work to earn extra money. 
Twenty-five children receiving services from the Child and Family 
Services in Knoxville, Tennessee, were selected for the comparative 
study� Twelve of the children were in custody of the agency and living 
in fo�ter fami�y homes. Thirteen of the children were recipients of 
services during the months of October, November, and December, 1966, due 
to their availability to the agency. All of these children were living 
in family settings. 
Every attempt was made to match the two groups of children 
according to age, sex, race, and socio-economic level. For example, 
for each f�fteen-year-old white female selected from the Church of God 
Home for Children, there should have been a fifteen-year-old white 
female in the Child and Family Services group. But this matching proc-
.J -
es� was �ot always possible due to the limited clientele of children 
:eceiving services from the Child and Family Services. However, the 
sample of children from both settings was matched according to (a) 
socio-economic level, (b) race, and (e) age range of variants twelve 
- -
through eighteen years. ·The authors' assumption was that the sampled 
population was representative of the total population of children ages 
twelve through �ighte�n either residing in the Church of God Home for 
Children, or receiving services from the Child and Family Services. The 
authors acknowledge the fact that social, economic, and psychological 
difficulties existed in both sampled groups. It is further assumed that 
these difficulties existed in random distribution, thereby cancelling . -
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out their significance as the major intervening variable in this compar-
is on. 
After the population was selected, an instrument was designed to 
receive information in the areas of employment, dating, and budgeting 
and purchasing (see Appendix). Up-to-date material on these subjects 
was used in the construction of this instrument. Emily Post's 1960 
edition of The Blue Book of Etiquette served as the guide line for the 
setti�n on dating and employment. Unger and Wolf's book, Personal 
Finance, and Donaldson and Pfahl's book, Personal Finance, were used in 
. 
�eveloping the section on budgeting and purchasing. The instrument was 
pre-tested before a permanent edition was finalized. Seven children 
not known to the study groups, age twelve, thirteen, fifteen, sixteen, 
and eight�en, _  individually completed the first draft of the question­
naire. Suggestions on reading clarity were received from this group. 
Each child completed the questionnaire after instructions by the 
authors. ,The sample group of children in the Church of God Home for 
Children completed the questionnaire in two groups--the boys in one 
room and the girls in another room. The houseparents were instructed 
to inform the children that this questionnaire would be used to develop 
a better social program for them. However, the houseparents did not 
explain, but instead said to the children on their return from school, 
ttGo to the office to fill out some papers •11 The children came, but 
stated angrily that their plans for Christmas shopping had been inter-
rupted. A careful explanation of the stuqy was given to both groups by 
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the authors, after which each child enthusiastically completed the 
questionnaire. They did not discuss their answers with one another, but 
some of them did ask to be told the results of the study. 
The children in the Child and Family Services sample group com­
pleted the questionnaires in small groups or individually, after either 
the authors or the children's individual caseworkers had given them 
instructions. The children did not discuss their answers with anyone 
while completing the questionnaires. The attitude of the children's 
caseworkers was positive and cooperative and set the pace for a similar 
atmosphere among the children completing the questionnaires. 
IV. LIMITATIONS 
Thi� �tudy examined two groups of children under observation who 
were receiving services from social agencies. Their need for social 
services sug��s�ed �he presence of either personal problems or problems 
within the family constellation. The fact that all of the children were 
receiving services from social agencies may or may not mean that they 
are representative of children who were not receiving services from 
social agencies. Differences or similarities of social functioning of 
children without social problems may not be reflected in this study for 
the same reason. 
The number of children was selected by the availability of chil­
dren receiving services from the Child and Family Services in Knoxville, 
Tennessee, and the number of teenagers residing in the Church of God 
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Home for Children in Sevierville , Tennessee. Therefore , there is not an 
equal d istribution of children in any given age group. 
This study was limited to social functioning as  operationalized in 
terms of dating, employme nt, and budgeting and purchasing. Naturally, 
a wide variance of meanings was projected into the questions by the 
respondents . !or example, one twelve-year-old girl in the C hild and 
. 
Family Services group explained "to go all the way to make herself 
po�ar" as dressing in ?er best dress and looking nice. A twelve-year­
old girl __ in the _.Church of God Home for Children expres sed her opinion of 
this phrase as going to be� with a boy. The term "make-out" received 
similar explanations. It can be assumed that there were other expres-
sions that received ambiguous interpretation. However, the authors gave 
a gene�al explanation of terms. The reliability of the measurement of 
the social functioning of these children may not be valid in some 
specific cases , but globally the errors canceled each other and helped 
in producing some interesting findings. 
V. ASSUMPTIONS 
T�e authors .of this study ass�ed the f ollowing: 
1. Children in both the Church of God Home for Children and 
L. 4 • • 
children receiving services from the Child and Family 
Services have existing social problems in normal distri-
bution. 
2. There are definitive patterns of socia l behavior among chil­
dren from families w ith social problems. 
3 . This sample of children will be representative of the total 
population of children, ages twelve through eighteen, in 
the Church of God Home for Children and Child and Family 
Services. 
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4. The three variables under examination are sufficient indices 
of the concept of social functioning. 
VI. HYPOTHESIS 
The nul� h�ot�esis used in this study was stated as follows: 
The�e is no s ignificant difference in the degree of social 
�unctioning �f childre� of the Church o� God Home for Children, Sevier­
ville, Tenne�see, and children receiving services from the Child and 
Family Services, Knoxville, Tennessee, as measured in terms of dating, 
employment, and budgeting and pure basing. 
VII. DEFINITIONS 
The terminology used in this study has been defined: 
Social functioning. The behavior of individuals as they interact 
in specific areas of their environment. The concept of social 
functioning, for the purpose of this study, was synonymous with 
the following set of operations: dating, employment and budg­
eting and purchasing. 
Pre-adolescence. "The arbitrarily distinguished period of age 
ten to twelve. Late childhood. The two years before puberty. 
This is a variable period and can be determined for a given 
child only after it is over. n33 
Adolescence. "The period from the beginning of puberty to the 
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attainment of maturity, the transitional stage during which the 
youth is becoming an adult man or woman. ---Hence only conven-
tional limits may be stated; these are usually given as ages 
twelve through twenty-one for girls, thirteen through twenty­
two for boys."34 
33Horace B. English and Ava Champney English, ! Comprehensive 
Dictionar
� 
of Psychological and Psychoana1ytical Terms, (New York: 
LOngman, reen and company, 1'9'58), p. 461. --
34Ibid., p. 14. 
CHAPI'ER II 
R EV IEW  OF THE LITERATURE 
Hollis defines social functioning as representing "the interplay - . 
?et�e�n tb� tw? major variables--the social environment and the indi­
vidual--each of which, in its turn, is a composite of various forces. n35 
However, litera�ure on social functioning indicates flexibility in the 
definition of this concept. Social functioning has been defined to meet 
the stipulations of particular types of - research projects. 
Geismar and Ayers defined social functioning "as the way in which 
the family carries out its socially assigned functions and the manner in 
which family members perform tbe roles expected of them . n36 In the 
study, �A Method for Evaluating the Social Functioning of Families Under 
Treatm�t; "  emphasis w as._plac.e� on the family as a unit . Social func­
tioning of the family was measured by caseworkers who computed "Schedules 
of Family Functioning" of thirty-six families receiving treatment. 37 
Gordon submitted a study of social functioning of the underclass, 
"The Poor of Harlem: Social Functioning in the Underclass, "  to the 
. 
Welfare Administration in 1965. This study included research on the 
35Florence Hollis, Casework , A Psychosocial TherapY (New York: 
Random House, 1964),  p. 14. . 
-
·· 36t. L. Geismar and Beverly Ayers, 11A Method for Evaluating the 
Social Functioning of Families Under Treatment, " Social Work, IV 




several dimensions of social functioning of these families ,  the adequacy 
of their functioning, and the possible determinants and correlates of 
adequacy. 38 
These studies were designed to measure the social functioning of 
families and of a social class in two selected settings . Therefore , 
certain areas of social functioning were measured for specific reasons - . 
important to each individual resear�h project. Instruments were 
designed by Geismar and Ayers to measure the social functioning in 
these areas: (1 )  family relationships and family unity, ( 2) child care 
and training, (3) health practices, (4) house hold practices, (5) use of 
community resources, (6) social activities, (7) economic practices ,  (8)  
relationship to the family-centered worker, and (9) individual behavior 
and adjustment.39 Gordon condensed these same areas for study of a 
social class into (1) providing a living, (2) developing skills and 
potential, and (3) - r�lating to others .4
° 
For several years students in the Research Practicum at the 
George Warren Brown School of Social Work have been engaged in 
largely exploratory study of the meanings, the ways of operation­
alizing, and the logic of relating variations in a major profes­
sional concept, the variable of social functioning . Social 
functioning is used here very broadly to refer to behavior which 
has consequences for the self and/or for other people . In the 
38Joan Gordon, "The Poor of Harlem: Social Functioning in the 
Underclass" (New York : Office of Mayor Interdepartmental Neighborhood Service Center, 1965),  p .  129 .  (Mimeographed . )  . . 
39Geismar and Ayers, �· cit., pp . 103-104 . 
40aordon, �· cit., p .  10 . 
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present research, the term was extended to include statements 
regarding value-orientations as being a behavioral component of con­
cern.41 
C�x ' s  study_ inc!uded the relat�onship between variations in specific 
maternal behavior (or attitudes ) and the social and cognitive perfo� ... 
of school children selected from a so-called "culturally deprived" popu­
lation.42 
The authors of this study evaluated social work literature on 
social functioning for the purpose of defining tbe concept for a 
specific comparative study. Social functioning received a global defi-
nition in the literature, which is to be expected at this early date in 
the life of this new concept . By defining the term using the phrase 
under examination, i.e., "socially assigned functions, " Geismar an d ' - -
Ayers ' use of the construct lends itself at best to a mediocre 
definition of social functioning .43 
Written material on social functioning appeared to be limited to 
research studies involving specified groups depending on the interest of 
the researchers. Therefore, examination of literature on the areas of 
social functioning included in this comparative study was given primary 
attention . Dating, employment, and budgeting and purchasing literature 
received some evaluation in constructing the instrument for this study . 
41arown Studies (Saint Louis : George Warren Brown School of 
Social Worg� Washington University, 1966) ,  p. 11 . 
42Ibid . 
43Geismar and Ayers, loc . cit . 
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Literature on the social environment in child-caring institutions 
was examined in the evaluation of the purpose of this comparative study . 
The question of the social climate of family life versus institution 
life is described by Schulze in Creative Group Living in ! Children's 
Institution. 
Sometimes people comment that children in the institutions have a 
larger number of parties and go more places than do 'privileged' 
children in their own homes. That's true, and the institution chil­
dren need more parties. They have . not been exposed to simple, 
satisfying resources within a strong faaily life. Children in a 
good family home ·have something much more fundamental than the occa­
sions which we plan for the child in the group . Until our children 
build up inner strengths and until the time when they can adjust to 
family life, and we can find the r ight foster home, we substitute 
strong framework of the structure-routine, staff, play, pf the 
institution, the "what do we do next" of daily living.44 
Hopkirk pointed out a need for children's institutions to have 
consistent contact with community life. 
The usefulness of almost any kind of institution for children in 
the. welfare program of a community may be measured by the institu­
tion's acceptance and use of the community as a whole, and 
particularly of its immediate neighborhood. Much has been said and 
written about the advantages of sending children from institutions 
to the public or parochial school of the neighborhood and to a 
church which is not operated within the institution. Such exposures 
of the children to outside influences probably has value, in and of 
itself , but if left to itself such exposure can cruelly defeat its 
avowed purpose. Children going in groups from an institution to a 
public school can be easil� marked by fellow pupils and teachers as "children from the Home . tt4 
44susanne Schulze, Creative G9sn Livihf in a Children's Institu-
tion (New York: Association Press, 1 , p .  .-- -
45Haward W. Hopkirk; Institutions Serving Children (New York: 
Russell Sage Foundation, 1944), p. 59. 
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He further stated that •tthe link between an institution and the commu­
nity develops from the practice of good casecwork by the institution. n46 
Burmeister talked about preparing the child in an institution for 
adult life by using some examples of need for freedom of choice. 
Only when a child is occasional� allowed some freedom of choice, 
a chance to -decide a few things for himself, can he learn to make 
wise and thoughtful decisions. As with most things, he can best 
learn by doing. The institution staff needs to keep in mind those 
occasions, however minor, when the child, particularly the adoles­
cent, can speak for himself. This can still be done within limits 
set by adults and the overall rules . The youngster should feel that 
he has some say about the selection and purchase of his clothing, 
the size of the portion of food he is served, how he is going to 
spend his allowance, what he wants for Christmas or his birthday, 
and who his friends will be. He will make some mistakes, and hope­
fully profit by them. He may grudgingly take advice . If he does 
riot get his own way, or has to give up something he planned to do, 
he will do a good deal of grumbling - and we let him grumble. Yet 
even when he fusses and stews, he is more comfortable with controls 
and adult authority than without them . But children are right in 
feeling that some institutions make too many arbitrary decisions for 
them and that they should be able to decide more things for them­
selves. And why PQt? Isn ' t  the institution trying to prepare them 
for life outside?47 . 
_ ... 
The examination of social wo rk literature on social functioning 
served as a guide line for the development of this comparative study. 
In the final analysis of the literature, the authors committed them-
selves to the definition that social functioning is synonymous with the 
following set of operations: dating, employment, and budgeting and 
pur��asing . An instrument was constructed to measure the degree of 
social functioning as defined for this study of children ages twelve 
46Ibid . ,  p. 62 .  
47Eva Burmeister, The Professional Houseparent (New York: 
Columbia University Press-;1964), p. xxii. 
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through eighteen. - Two specific types of living arrangements, an insti­
�ut�onal setting and in�ividual familr settings, were sele cted for 
comparison in this study . 
CHAPI'ER III 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY GROUP 
I. CHURCH OF GOD HOME FOR CHILDREN 
The sample group from the Church of God Home for Children con­
sisted of twenty-five boys and girls, aged twelve through eighteen. 
There were ten boys and fifteen girls included in the group. The dis-




















Table I indicates the average number of years this group had been 
in the care of the Church of God Home for Children. Eight of the sample 
had been in t�e Church of God Home for Children for five years, two for 
six years, five for seven years, six for eight years, three for nine 
years, and one for ten years . The average of this group was 6. 9  years. 
Table II showed the mean age of the children entering the Church of God 
Home for Children to be 7 . 9  years. The ages of entering the Church of 
God Home for Children ranged from four to age twelve. One of the 
twelve-year-olds was four years of age on entering the Church of God 
Home for �hil?ren and one of the thirteen-year-olds was aged four. 
A comparison of the average number of years these children had 
been in care, with t he  total population of this age group in the Church 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE DRAWN FROM CHURCH 
. OF GOD HOME FOR CHILDREN BY YEARS IN 
CARE AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
(N•25)  
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Mean Value : 6.9 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE DRAWN FROM CHURCH 
OF GOD HOME FO R  CHILDREN BY AGE 
CHILD ENTERED INTO CARE 
(N•25 ) 
- Age of ·child -
























of God Home for Children, showed the sample group had been in the insti­
tution about one and one-half years longer than the total population . 
In comparing the average age of the sample group with the total popula­
�ion of children from ages twelve to eighteen, the sample group was 
shown to have entered the Church of God Home for Children 1.5  years 
younger than the total population . 
Of the twenty-five children in the sample group, as  indicated in 
Table III, fourteen were from broken homes , two were born out of wedloc� 
seven were half-orp�ans , and two were full orphans . Of the fourteen 
from_broken homes ,  in six of the cases the mother deserted . In three of 
the cases the father deserted . In the remaining five cases the parents 
we�e� either separated or _divorced , and the children were placed in the 
Church of God Home for Children by relatives or on c ourt orders . One 
of t he children who was born out of wedlock was placed in the Church of 
God Home for Children by his s�epfather after his mother died acciden­
tally. The other out-of-wedlock child was placed in the Church of God 
Home for Children by her maternal grandmother after her mother deserted 
and _left he� in the grandmother ' s care . Six of th e half-orphans were 
placed b� the;r fathers . One was placed by a paternal aunt . Relatives 
placed the two full orphans . 
Of the twenty-five children in the sample group, relatives had 
custo_dy of ten, single parents had custody of six, the court or the 
Department of Public Welfare had custody of three, and the Church of 
God Home �or �hil�ren had custody of five . The Church of God Home for 
Children was granted custody of the five children by a court order 
TABlE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE DRAWN FROM CHURCH OF GOD HOME FOR CHILDREN 
BY NEED F<R CARE AND PlACEMENT SOURCE 
(N•25 ) 
Separated PlacelllEil t Alent 
Family or Deserted Deceased Court or 
Situation Total Divorced Mothe r :Fatfier MotFier FatFier Relative Parent Welfare De.2t . 
Broken 
home 14 5 6 3 7 3 4 
Unmarried 
mother 2 1 1 2 
Half 
orphan 7 1* 6 1 1 6 '-' 
Full 
orphan 2 2 2 2 
Totals 25 5 8 3 9 3 12 9 4 




after they had been in the care of the institution for several year s .  
Three of the children were placed by their f ather Who was not heard from 
for over eight years . One child was born out of wedlock and was placed 
by his stepfather, who not only gave up custody of the stepchild but 
also custody of the three half-sisters of the stepchild . The half-
siblings have since been placed in adoptive homes and none of them were 
included in this study. Seven of the children placed in the Church of 
God Home for Children by relatives were placed by the ir grandparents . 
The other three were placed by aunts or uncle s .  
The sample group had backgrounds of a low socio-economic level. 
For example,
�
t�e fat�er of A, B, a nd C was listed as a painter ' s  helper 
and did odd jobs , such as yard work , when he could obtain employment 
occasionallY .  The father of D and E was listed as a fisherman. The 
father of F and G was a sharecropper, when he l«> rked . The father of H, J, 
. 
and K was �� alcoholic and was incarcerated frequently. He w orked as a 
laborer with a construction crew, but stayed intoxicated most of t he time 
and worked irregular ly. L' s father was in ill health a nd unable to work. 
Th� stepfather at M was a laborer who lived in a trailer house containing 
only one room . N was living in the home of an uncle , a Church of God 
minister , who also did construction work on the side . Other fathers were 
listed as laborers , and the maj ority worked irregularly . 
II . CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES 
The sample group f rom Child am FamilY Services consisted of 
twenty-five boys an d  girls , aged twelve through eig hteen. This group 
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was fairly evenly distributed between the sexes , twelve boys and thirteen 



















Table IV indicates the average number of years this group had 
received services from the Child and Family Services . The number of 
years of s ervice ranged from one year up to fourteen years . Two of tbe 
sample had been in foster homes for fourteen years ,  one had received 
services for thir teen years , one for twelve years,  three for ten years,  
one for nine years, two for seven year s, two for six years , two for five 
years ,  three for two years , and seven for one year or less . The average 
number of years for receiving services from the Child and Family Serv-
ices was 5 . 8 .  
These children ranged in ages from one to seventeen a t  the time 
of initial service . Table V shows the distribution of the ages of 
initial service and number of children receiving service at that time . 
One child was seventeen year s old a t  the time of initial service, one 
was sixteen, one was f ifteen, two were fourteen, three were thirteen, 
one was twelve , t hree were el�ven, one was eight , two were seven, two 
were six, a nd three were five yea.rs of age . There were two who were 
four years of age, one who was two year s of age,  and two who were one 
year old . These children came into s ervice at the average age of 8 . 8  
years . 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE DRAWN FROM CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES 
BY YEARS OF SERVICE GIVEN AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
(N•25 ) 
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE DRAWN FROM CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES 
BY AGE A T  POINT OF INITIAL SERVICE AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
(N•25 ) 
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Age of �Child .When 






































Var�ous _ problems had brought these children to the Child and 
Fam�ly Services for services . Table VI indicates tbe distribution of 
services by the need for service, the presenting problem, and the type 
of family the c hild ca�e from. Fourteen of the twenty-five children 
came from broken homes ; tha t is, there had been a divorce or separation 
of parents in their background . Though five were living wit h one parent 
and a stepparent, they were still counted as having been from a broken 
home . One child was born out of wedlock.  Ten children had inadequate 
parents with problems , or one or both parents were suffering from mental 
illness or were mentally retarded , and the children were not receiving 
adequate care . For the se reasons the children were either removed from 
the parents or services were given to the parents and child . Ten of the 
children from broken homes were either neglected or abused , or both . 
The child born out of wedlock was beaten by both the stepfather and 
mother and neglected by the mother .  Four children listed as having 
inadequate parents had parents who were mentally ill . Three children 
from broken homes had parent-child relationship problems , and four chil­
dren from inadequate parents also had this problem. One child from a 
broken home came to the Child and Family Services with a family problem 
centered around a financial need . Servic es were given to this family in 
the form of aid from community resources as  well as casework to help the 
parent and child accept the desertion of the other parent . Two c hildren 
from inadequate parents were receiving services centered around role­
reversals of the parents and the alcoholism of one parent . Eight of the 














D ISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE DRAWN FROM CHilD AND FAMILY SERVICES 
.BY NEED FOR SERV ICE, PRESENTJ;'NG PROBLEM Alm .FAMILY STATUS 
(�·2$.) 
' ' 
Pr esenti� Problem Fuii!,z Status 
Child · Pa re nt Living B ot h  
Negle ct Parent C hild With 1 Parents Living 




Children Abuse Ill titonship � oblem Care Ste;>parent Home Relatl-,e Parent 
14 10 3 1 8 5 1 
1 1 1 
10 4 4 2 6 4 
' 
25 11 4 7 3 14 5 4 1 1 
� 
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broken homes were living with one parent and a stepparentj and one child 
was living with one parent . The other parent was out of the home . The 
one child born out of wedlock was living with relatives .  Prior to his 
living with relatives he had lived in foster homes and two institutions . 
Six of the children from homes with inadequate parents were in foster 
care ; four of them were living in the home wi th both parents . 
The sample group had backgrounds of low socio-economic level with 
the exception of two families . In t he se two families both parents 
worked in order to raise their socio-economic level . The,y were employed 
in semi-skilled jobs . One father worked at three different jobs which 
included driving a school bus , caring f or a riding stable , and working 
in _a sma�l grocery market . The father of S and R was illiterate and 
worked as  a .j anitor but was proud of the fact that he had held this job 
for a long period of time . The father of T and V had learned to be a 
butcher during his years in the armed services, but becaus e of his repu­
tation f or drunkennes s  and irresponsibility he was unable to hold a j ob 
fer very long so he worked as a taxi driver . However, he d id this 
irregularly and for t his reason it was d ifficult for him to obtain 
employment from a taxicab company. P ' s father had deserted , and her 
mother worked for awhile until she injured her back.  After a period of 
time she was able to get aid f rom several organizations and welfare 
agencies which enabled her to pay her rent, buy food , and keep her tele­
phone . Other fathers were li sted as laborers , and the majority worked 
irregularly. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 
"There i� no s ignificant difference in the degree of social func­
tioni� of t he . cb�ldren in the Churc h of Go� Home for Children and the 
children receiving services fron.t tre Child and Fanily Services , as  
measured in terms of  dating, employment, and purc hasing and budgeting . "  
This study was d esigned to examine the stated null hypothesis an d  to 
open up some new areas for future administrative change and researc h.  
I .  EMPIDYMENT 
The f irst two s tatements of the questionnaire ( see Appendix) ,  to 
which a nyesn or nno" response was indicated , were designed to reveal 
whether or not the respondent had held a summer job or part-time job, 
and , whe ther or not an adult had secured the employment for the respond­
ent • . Seven, or 28 per cent ,  of �he twe�ty-five respondents in the 
Churc h of God Home for Children sample group stated they had held a 
summer or part-time job .  In the sample group of the Child and Fami� 
Services, fourteen, or 56 per cent, of � he re spondents answered posi­
tively to this question. Of the seven of the Church  of God Home for 
Children wh� responded positively to the first question, six s tated 
they had received adult help in obtaining a summer or part-time j ob .  
This signified that 85 per cent o f  the children who had secured employ­
ment had asked for adult help in obtaining the job .  Of the f ourteen 
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respondents from the Child and Family Services who had held summer jobs , 
only one stated he had received adult help . Therefore , 7 per cent of 
those who had work experience in th e  Child and Family Services sample 
group had needed adult assistance in securing employment . 
Next in the que�t�onnaire ( see Appendix) was a series of eleven 
�uestions designed to measure the a ttitudes of the respondents toward 
various employment responsibilities and situations . The respondents 
were require� to give either pos itive or negative answers ( see Table 
VII . )  To five of the eleven 9uestions the respondents of the Church of 
God Home for Children sample group gave more answers in the positive 
than the Child and Family Services group . To the other six questions 
more answers given in the positive came from the sample group of t he 
Child _ and Family Services . No question received s imilar answers from 
both groups . The se data, analyzed statistically using the chi square 
test of significance, produced a chi square of 5 .65 , d . f .  2 .  At t he  
l 
.05 level the chi square tabled value read 5 . 991 . Thus , it was con-
cluded that these data failed to support · the null qypothesis of no 
difference . In addition to a _ chi square test of signif icance, a 
further dimension was added statistically through the use of a correla­
tional tool . The coefficient of contingency was used and produced the 
correlation of +.o6. (c-.!;; X! lf ) . 
II . DATING 
In response to the question, "Do you date? , " four , or 18 per cent, 
of the sample group from the Church of God Home for Children answered 
I 
TABLE VII 
ATTITUDE TOWARD EMPLOYMENT BEHAVIOR, BY 
. .  AGENCY AND DEGREE OF CONGRUENCE 
Greater Number of Greater Number of 
Positive Answers Positive Answers 
by Church of God by Child and 





d . f .  • 2 
r2 • 5 .65 
· -
• + . 60 c 
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Same Amount 





"yes, " where�s ten, or 40 per cent, of t he  group from the Child and 
Family Services answered "yes . "  One hundred per cent of both groups 
46 
stated they did not go to the same place on ever,y d ate, suggesting they 
had a variety of places to go and things to do while dating . To the 
question, "Po you go steady? , " �i ve, or 20 per cent, of the respondents 
ot the Church of God Home f or Children answered "yes ,  11 while eight, or 
32 ,per cent,  ?f the respondents from the Child an� Family Services 
answered "yes . "  The four respondents of the Church of __ God Home for 
� - ' 
Children who dated stated they planned what they were going to do on 
their dates beforehand , wh�r�a� only six of the nine respondents from 
the Child and Family Services stated they made plans beforehand . 
Thirteen questions were asked regarding attitudes toward the 
dati�g behavior of girls ( see Table VIII . )  Six respondents from the 
Church of God Home for Children answered six of the questions positively 
an� six re�pondents from the Child and Family Services answered posi­
tively on six other questions . On one que stion out of the thirteen, 
both the Child and Family Services respondents and the Church of God 
-
Home �or Children respondents answered positive� the same number of 
times . Th�se data, analyzed statistically using the c hi square test 
of significance»  p�oduced a chi square of 2 .38,  d .f .  2 .  At the . 05 
level, the chi square tabled value read 5 . 991 .  Thus , it was concluded 
that these data failed to support the null hypothesis of no difference . 
In addition to __ a chi square test of significance a further dimension 
was added statistically through the use of a correlational tool . The 
coefficient of contingency was used and produced the correlation of + . 04. 
TABLE VIII 
ATTITUDE TOWARD DATING BEHAVIOR OF GIRLS , 
. BY .AGENCY AND DEGREE OF CONGRUENCE 
Greatest Number of 
Positive Answers 
by Church of God 
H f C hild orne or 
6 
ren 
Greatest Number of 
Positive Answers 
by C hild and 
F il S i am -Y erv 
6 
d .f .  - 2 












In Table IX, attitudes toward boys ' dating behavior was measured 
by asking twenty questions . More answers stated in the positive were 
given t? twelve of the questions by the Church of God Home for Children 
sample group , while to six of the ques tions more answers in the positive 
were found in the comparison group . The same amount of positive answers 
were given by both groups to two of the questions . These data , analyzed 
statistically using the chi square test of significance , produced a chi 
square of 8 . 22 ,  d .f .  2 .  At the .05 level, the chi square tabled value 
read 5 .991.  Thus , it was concluded that these d ata supported the null 
�othesis of no difference . In addition to a chi square test of sig­
nificance a further dimension was added statistically through the use 
of a correlational tool . The coefficient of contingency was used and 
produced the correlation of + .05 . Both groups of r espondent s  answered 
most of the questions with essential agreement . The area in which there 
was s ignificant difference was the expectation and demand of s exual 
experience after dating by the children in the Church of God Home for 
Children . The data suggested that the c hildren from the Church of God 
Home for Children have had less experience in d ating a nd training in 
proper dating behavior than the Chil� and Family Services group . 
Another set of questions on dating was compiled to determine 
other vital attitudes .  First, the respo�dents were asked if they 
double-dated or single-dated . Three of t he  twenty-five respondents 
from the Church of God Home for Children double-dated two times a 




ATTITUDE TOWARD DATING BEHAVIOR OF BOYS , 
Greatest Number of 
Positive Answers 
by Cburch of God 
Home f or Children 
J 12 1 
BY AGENCY AND DEGREE OF CONGRUENCE 
Greatest Number of 
Positive Arigwers 
by Child and - · · 
Family Services 
6 
d .f • •  2 
x2 • 8 . 22 
c . .. . 06 
Same Number 
or - Positive 
Answers by 
Both Agenc ies 
2 I N•20 
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of the Child and Family Services indicated that seven double-dated once 
a week and four si ngle-dated once a week . 
To tbe question, nno you feel that you are allowed to date :  (1 )  
not enough,  ( 2 )  enough, (3 ) too much, " the Spearman Rho was used to 
determine the rank order in unity of the Child and Family Services with 
� 
the Church of God Home f er  Children . In Table X ,  the degree of correla-
tion is + .50 . (p•l - �2 ) 
.. 'ifli2=Dj 
Table XI indic ates the rank order of type of transportation used 
for dating by a gency. Modes of transportation listed were : "the bus ,  
your car ,  girl friend ' s  car, boy friend ' s  car, or borrowed car . n  The 
statistical dimen�io� used was the Spearman Rbo in which p•t··60 . 
Table XII shows the c orrelation by rank o�der of preference of 
dating activity by the agency. In thi s table, p•+�52 . 
Table XI�I indicates the attitudes of measuring a date success­
ful and p•+l . O .  
III . BUDGETING AND PURCHASING 
In order to d etermine where their money came from, whether or 
. 
not they saved or kept a budget, and some of the purchases they mad e ,  
a set of seven questions was developed to which the re spondents were 
required to reply �ither negatively or p ositive�. The Church of God 
Home for Children group gave more positive answers on two of the 
questions , and the Child and Fami� Services group gave positive 
answers on four of the que stions . On one ques tion the number of 
positive  an�ers was equal from botb groups . Thus , these data analyzed 
TABLE X 
RANK ORDER OF ATTITUDE TOWARD AMOUNT 
OF DATING ALLOWED, BY AGENCY 
Attitude 
Not ·allowed to date 
enough 
Allowed to date 
enough 
Allowed to date 
too much 
Churc h of God 











RANK ORDER OF TYPE OF TRANSPORTATION 
USED, BY AGENCY 
Type of Transportation 
Church of God 
Home far Children 
Bo� friend ' s  car 
Your car 
Bus 

















Go to a dance 
Other 
Go bowling 
Play miniature golf 
Park 
Attend ball game 
TABLE XII 
RANK ORDER OF PREFERENCE OF DATING 
ACTIVITIES, BY AGENCY 
C hurc h  of God 










p•+ . 52 
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RANK ORDER OF ATTI'IUDE TOWARD MEASURING 
A DATE SUCCESSFUL, BY AGENCY 
Dati!:'§ Behavior 
Boy can·� get gir 1 
. to kiss him 
Boy can get girl 
to allow his arm 
around her 
Boy can get girl 
. to make out 
Church of God 












statistical� using the chi square test of significance , produced a chi 
square of ).67, d .f .  2 at the .05 level of signifi cance,  and the chi 
square tabled value read 5 . 991 . It was concluded that these d ata failed · 
in their attempt to support the null Qypothesis . In addition to the chi 
square test of s ignificance , a fur ther dimension was added through the 
us e of a porrelational tool. The coefficient of contingenc,y was used 
and produced a correlation of + . 25 .  The two questions answered posi-
tively by more of the children from the Church of God Home for Children 
were , "Do you have an allowance, " and "Do you buy s ome of your clothes?"  - . 
Every child in the Church of God Home for Children receives an allowance; 
however, som� �f the children who receive servi ces from the Child and 
Family Se�ices and �ho are living with parents may not receive an 
allowance .  The Church of God Home for Children gives clothing to the 
. . 
childre� in its care ; however , some of the older c hildren buy add itional 
clothing with money they obtain through gifts given by friend s or rela­
tives,  or wtth _ money they earn ( see Table XIV. ) 
� . 
The next set of fifteen questions ( see Appendix) began wit h the 
�ading, "If you earned your ow_n mon�y . 11 Under this heading followed 
questi?ns such a s :  (1)  In which living arrangement would you keep a 
budget? and ( 2 )  Which item would you consider most important for 
spend ing earned money? A multiple choice was given for responding to 
these ques�ions and the Spearman Rho was used to mea sure the results . 
To the question, "In whic h living arrangement would you keep a budget, 11 
Table XV shows a correlation of p • +.80.  A married couple with 
TABLE XIV 
RESPONSES TO OBTAINING AND USING MONEY, 
BY AGENCY 
Gr'f�atest Nlimber of 
Positive Ariswers 
[)y Church of God 








Greatest Number of 
Positive Xnswers 
by Child and -
Family Services 
4 
d .f .  - 2 
f. • 3 .67 


















RANK ORDER OF BUDGETING EARNED MONEY, 
BY MARITAL S TA 'IUS 
. .  ' 
Church of God 







p-+ . 80 
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children ranked one in both groups as being the choice of arrangement 
for keeping a budget . 
To the group of questions listing a choice on whic h to spend 
earned money ( see Table XVI) ,  there wa s a +1.00 correlation . Both 
groups listed life insuranc e as the most important item on which to 
spend earned money . 
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Table XVII contains the s ame list of items as  those in Table XVI, 
but the re spondents were aske� to rank them according to the ir least 
importance to the re �po�ent . Both groups ranked recreation as  number 
one in order with p • +.60 .  
Tables XVII and XVIII both ind ic ated a co rrelation of p • +.60, . .  - ·  
and Ta91es XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, and XXIII ind icated a correla tion of 
. - - -
p • +l .OO,  between groups . 
There was found in Tables XXIV and XXVI a correlation of 
0 
p • + .50, while Table s XXV and XXVII indicate a +1 .00 correlation 
between groups . 
Tables �III and XXIX, using Spearman Rho, ind icate a positive 
correlation p � +1.00 when required to reply to the questions , If you 
had f ifty c�nts, w ha t  would _ you d o: (1) spend it on the weekend , ( 2 )  
spend it next month, ( 3) give i t  away, or (4) save it for s ome special 
purpose, " and '�ould you buy your school supplies :  (1) a s  you need 
-
them, ( 2 )  in large quantities , or ( 3 ) borrow them f rom classmates . "  
The next set of six questions in the budgeting and purc hasing 
section of the questionnaire ( see Appendix) was designed to find out 







RANK ORDER OF ITEM> PURCHASED WITH 
EARNED MONEY BY IMPORTANCE 
Church of God 




















RANK ORDER OF ITEMS PURCHASED WITH 
EARNED MONEY BY LEAST IMPORTANCE 
Church of God 



















RANK ORDER OF ITEl-5 FURCHASED WITH 
EARNED MONEY BY IMPORTANCE 
C hurch of God 


















RANK ORDER OF ITEI-5 PURCHASED WITH 
EARNED MONEY BY LEAST IMPORTANCE 
Church of God 


















RANK ORDER OF ITDE PURCHASED WITH 
. EARNED MONEY BY IM.roRTANCE 
-Church o: r-·aod 

















RANK ORDER OF ITEMS PURCHASED WITH 
EARNED MONEY BY LEAST IMPORTANCE 
Church of God 













RANK ORDER OF ITEMS PURCHASED WITH 
EARNED IDNEY BY MOST IMroRTANCE 
Item 
Clothes that last all 
year 
Clothes that last through 
sc hool year 
Clothes tha t last through 
the summer 
C hurch  of God 












RANK ORDER 0F ITEMS PURCHASED WITH 
EARNED MONEY BY LEAST IMPORTANCE 
Item 
Clothes· that la st through 
summer 
Clothes that last all 
year 
Clothes that last through 
school year 
· Churc ti of God 










RANK ORDER OF SPENDING SAVED MONEY 
FOR VACATION BY TIME OF VACATION 
Item 
Save more-:ll.or .. vacation 
in two years 
Go on vacation now 
Save more for vacation 
in two months 
") 
Church  of God 












Clothes you c an use 
Clothes on sale 
� - .  
No clothes on sale 
TABLE XY.:f 
RANK ORDER OF SPENDING MONEY AT 
CLOTHING SALE BY IMPORTANCE 
·church of God 











RANK ORDER FOR BEST DOLLAR VALUE 
. BY TYPE OF STORE 
Supe:rmarket 
Variety store that sells 
food 
Small grocery store 
Church of God 













RANK ORDER FOR LEAST DOLLAR VALUE 
BY TYPE OF STORE 
Type of Store 
Small grocery store 
Variety store that sells 
food 
Supermarket 
Church of God 












Save for ·something 
special 
Spent it on the 
weekend 
Spent it next month 
Give it away 
TABLE XXVIII 
RANK ORDER OF DISPENSING OF 
FIFTY CENTS BY METHODS 
Churc h of God 













Buy them as you need 
them 
Buy them in large 
quanties 
Borrow th em from 
classmates 
TABLE XXIX 
RANK ORDER OF OBTAINING SCHOOL 
SUPPLIES BY METHODS 
Church of . "God 












actions . So that the results could be computed , a minimum of $1 .00 and 
a maximum of $16 .00 was employed , and the tabulations performed in 
intervals of $3.00 .  
It was noted in Tables XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV, and XXXV 
that there were no signif icant differenc es rej ecting the null hypothesis, 
altho�h _the average amounts of weeklY salaries for taking certain 
ac tions were not duplicated in any of t he questions . 
TABLE XXX: 
A COMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF LOWER LIMITS 
CONSIDERED MINIMAL TO REQUIRE BUDGETING 
BY EARNINGS AND AGENCY CLIENT 
Children of Children of 
Church of God Child am 
74 
Sugge-sted Home for Child ren Family Services 
Wee� Earni!!ls (N•25 ) (N•23 ) 
$ 1 .00 - $ 3 . 99 2 2 
$ 4.00 - $ 6 . 99 3 3 
$ 1 .00 - $ 9 . 99 5 5 
$10 .00 - $12 .99 3 7 
$13 .00 - $15 . 99 6 5 
$16.00 - $18 . 00 6 5 
Mean Value $8 . 86 $7 .89 
TABLE XXXI 
A COMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF UPPER LIMITS 
CONSIDERED MAXIMAL TO REQUIRE BUDGETING 
BY EARNINGS AND AGENCY CLIENT 
Children of Children of 
Church of God Child and 
75 
--- Suggested - Home f or Children Fami}Jr Services W"ee�cQ: EarniiJ s (N•25 ) (N•2ti) 
$ 1.00 - $ 3 .99 18 19 
$ 4 .00 - $ 6 .99 2 0 
$ 7. 00 - $ 9 . 99 1 1 
$10 .00 - $12 . 99 1 1 
$13 .00 - $15 .99 2 2 
$16 .00 - $18 . 00  1 1 
Mean Value $6 . 74 $7. 13 
TABLE XXXII 
A COMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF LOWER LIMITS 
CONSIDERED MINIMAL TO BUY ONLY ITEMS NEED  
BY EARNINGS AND AGENCY CLIENT 
Children of Children of 
Church of God Child and 
76 
Suggested Ha.e for Childred Family Services 
Weekl.y Earnings (H•25) (N•23 ) 
$ 1 .00 - $ 3 . 99 7 , 
$ 4.00 - $ 6 . 99 2 4 
$ 7 .00 - $ 9 . 99 2 0 
$10 .00 - $12 . 99 3 4 
$13 .00 - $15 . 99 5 5 
$16 .00 - $18 .00 6 5 
Mean Value $10 . 23 $13 . 22 
TABLE XXXIII 
A COMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF LOWEST SALARY LIMITS 
CONSIDERED MINIMAL TO BUY LUXURY ITEMS 
BY EARNINGS AND AGENCY CLIENT 
Children of Children of 
Church of God Child and 
77 
· Sliggested · · Home for Children Family Services 
Weekly Earni�s (N•24) (N•23) 
$ 1 .00 ":' $ ) .99 1 2 
$ 4 .00 - $ 6 .99 2 3 
$ 7 .00 - $ 9 . 99 4 1 
$10 .00 - $12 .99 5 1 
$13 .00 - $1.5 . 99 6 5 
$16 .00 - $18 .00 6 5 
Mean Value $7 . 11 $7.89 
TABIE XXXIV 
A COMPARISON OF THE DJSTRIBUTION OF I.DWER LIMITS 
CONSIDERED MINIMAL TO BANK MONEY 
BY EARNINGS AND AGENCY CLIENT 
Children of 
Church of God 
76 
C hildren of 
C hild a nd  
Suggested Home for Children Family Services 
Weekly Earni!!JS �N•22) (N•23 ) 
$ 1 .00 - $ 3 . 99 0 1 
$ 4.00 - $ 6 . 99 3 4 
$ 7 .00 - $ 9 . 99 1 2 
$10 .00 - $12 .99 1 4 
$13 .00 - $15 .99 10 6 
$16 .00 - $18 .00 10 6 
Mean Value $10 .96 $7.35 
TABlE x:J.XYl 
A COMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF UPPER LIMITS 
CONSIDERED MAXIMAL TO NOT BANK MONEY 
BY EARNINGS AND AGENCY CLIENT::: 
Children of C hildren of 
Churc h  of God C hild and 
79 
· Suggested Home far Children Family Services 
Week:l,z Earnings (N•23) (N•24) 
$ 1.00 - $ 3 . 99 16 17 
$ 4.00 - $ 6 . 99 4 2 
$ 7.00 - $ 9 . 99 2 2 
$10 .00 - $12 .99 1 1 
. 
$13 .00 - $15 .99 0 1 
$16 .00 - $18 .00 0 1 
Mean Value $5 .49 $4.37 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I .  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The p�esented study was initiated by the authors who had observed 
the social functioning of the children in the Church of God Home for 
Children for three years . The cnildren ' s  observed behavior displayed a 
lack of some of the social graces . Therefore , an answer was sought to 
the question, "Are the children in the Church of God Home for Children 
- - -
similar to other children who come from the same socio-economic back-
gr�und in which some so�ial problem� are evident?" Social functioning 
was defined a s  the behavior of individuals as they interact in specific 
areas of their environment . For the purpose of this study these areas 
w�re arbitrarily selected as dating, employment and budgeting and 
purchasing. 
The children of the Church of God Home for Children were not 
. 
allowed by administrative policy to hold summer or part-time jobs until 
age sixteen. There were twenty-five children in the sample . Ten of the 
·'- ·� 
twenty-five _were in the sixteen through eighteen age group . Seven of 
the eli�ible t�n had �wark experience . Of the seven all but one sought 
adult assistance in obtaining their jobs . 
In comparison, there were twenty-five children in the sample 
drawn from the Child and Family Services . There were eight in the 
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sixteen through eig hteen age group and seven who were fourteen and fif-
teen years old . Of tl'B fifteen children fourteen through eighteen, 
fourteen bad work experience and only one c hild had obtained adult 
assistan�e while seeking employme�t .  Thus the children in the sample 
drawn from Child and Family Services began their work experience at an 
earlier ag� than the children in the Church of God Home for Children , 
and seemingly were able to operate independently in the area of finding 
their own jobs . 
In a series of eleven questions the attitudes of the respondents 
toward employment behavior were measured . The questionnaire measured 
attitudes in j ob finding, transportation to and from place of employ­
ment, responsibilities to job and employer and termination of employ­
ment . 
The comparison of the two groups indicated that twice a s  many 
respondents in the Church of God Home for Child ren felt that they 
needed adult a ssistance in seeking employment .  Sixteen of the twenty­
five would seek adult ass istance,  while only eight from the comparison 
group would seek such assistance . The response of the C hurch of God 
Home for Children suggested timidity in finding employment which may be 
�othesized as learned dependency . 
By administrative policy, the c hildren in the C hurch of God Home 
for C hildren had to be sixteen year s of age before they were allowed to 
date . Four of t he respondents had dated and had double- and single-dated. 
The frequency of dates was twice a week and it was observed that dating 
activities were planned beforehand . Different activities were planned 
for each date rather than duplicating activities every time . 
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In c�mpa�ison, ten children from Child and Family Services had 
dated . This included three children under age sixteen, suggest�ng this 
group developed dating patterns� at an earl�er age than the Church of God 
Home for Children . The frequency of da ting was observed to be only once 
a week, with no observed patterns of preferring single- over double-
dating . In agreement with the Church � of God Home for Children sample 
population, none went to the s�me places on every date,  while only six 
out of ten planned their dating activities be�orehand . 
Twenty-five�per cent (N•5 ) of the Ch�ch  of God Home for Children 
sample �d 32 per cent (N•B) .>f tbe Child and F�ily Servic es sample 
went steady. Some of the respondents from both groups who had gone 
steady had not dated . They explained this by s aying that they had a 
steady boy friend or girl friend at sc.hool with w hom they walked to and 
from school. Among those who went steady in both groups were found 
thirteen- and fourteen-year-old boys a nd girls . 
In the measuring of attitud es toward dating, a series of thirteen 
questions concerning the dating behavior of girls and twenty questions 
concerning the dating behavior of boys was asked . These questions were 
designed to measure attitudes around planning dates , acceptance of 
asking for dates,  and a ctivities during t he date and at the end of the 
date . 
Both groups of resp?ndents answered most of . the questions with 
essential agreement . One of the largest observed differences was noted 
in the question, "I feel the girl s hould accept a date with a boy who 
calls up �d asks , 1W'hat are you doing tonight ? ·' " The ratio of the 
re sponde�ts of the Church of God Home for Children who felt the girl 
should accep� the date was more t ha n  two to one over the Child and 
Family Services respondents .  
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Another area in which s ignificant differences were obs erved was 
in a series of questions stating that "I feel t he boy should expect a 
ki ss on the second and third date with a girl, " and "I feel the boy 
should ins ist on a kiss on th e  sec ond a iil  third date with a girl . "  
There was no significant difference in the two groups c onc erning the 
first date , but in the second and third date the dif f erences appear . 
The c hildren of the Church of God Home for Children expected and 
. 
demanded visible and tangible sexual experience after dating ,  up to 
three and one -half times more than the comparis on group . 
In a series of questions the Church of God Home f or Children 
respondents s ta�ed that they were not allowed to d ate enough, they used 
a boy friend ' s  car on dates,  they preferred to attend a movie, and they 
counted the date succes sful if the boy could get the girl to kiss him . 
The other sample gr oup stated that they were allowed to date enough, 
they used their own car ,  they preferred to go to a dance ,  and they 
counted the date succes sful if the boy could get the girl to kiss him . 
�ery c hild in the �burc h of God Home for Children rec eives an 
allowance that varies by age . Some are able to do jobs within the 
institution to earn more money, and many receive gifts of money from 
relatives ,  friend s or vis itor s .  Thus , al l have money to spend or save . 
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The children of the Child and Family Services did not all get an 
allowance ,  but it was observed that more earned and saved money than did 
the Church of God Home for Children group . More from Child and Family 
Services bought �chool supplies ,  w�ile more from the Church of God Home 
for Children bought some of their clothing . 
Fifteen questions were developed to determine the attitudes of 
the children concerning importance of items for which they would spend 
earned money and the type of store Mh ere they assumed they received 
more far their money. The rank order of importance was determined for 
each question and the two groups were compared . 
In thr�� of the questions ( see Tables XVI, XVIII, and XX) , the 
. 
sample population was asked to �ank the importance of items f or 
spending earned money . Each question included four items which were to 
be ranked according to the importance the respondent attached to them, 
with�the most important being ranked as number one . The children of the 
Church of God Home for Children ranked in turn life insurance ,  gifts , 
. 
vacation, and recreation .  They rated food as first, then clothing, 
house rent, a�d �inally medical bills . They also rated as primary 
' 
importance savings account, extra clothing, expensive car, and recrea-
tion. The Child and Family Services sample group correlated completely 
with this rank ordering . 
In three other questions , ( see Tables XVII, XIX,  and XXI) ,  the 
respon�ents were :equired to rank the same items as above in the order 
of least importance for spending earned mone,y . The Church of God Home 
for Children ranked in turn recreation, gifts , life insurance and 
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vacation . They rated in order house rent, medical bills, clothing, and 
food . They ranked in turn expensive car, extra clothing ,  recreation, 
and savings account . 
The comparison group concurred completely with two of these 
questio�s (Tables XVII and XXI) .  In the other question they ranked as 
of least in importance ,  clothing, then medical bills, house rent, and 
finally food . This c omparison suggested that the children in the Church  
of God Home for Children had no need to be  concerned over the paying of 
house rent, while to the other group it is of great importance . 
When quizzed __ as to t he durability of a hypothetical clothing pur­
chase, both groups would buy clothing that would last all year , while 
clothing that would last only through the summer was of least �mportance 
for s pending earned money. They both ranked as highest the saving of 
more money for a postponed vacation in two years ,  so that it could be a 
better vacation. They both would save their money for something specia� 
.L 
and felt that they c ould get more groceries for their money at a super-
market and less at a small grocery store . 
In the last six questions of the budgeting and purchasing secti� 
a sig�ificant difference was se�n in the area of social functioning . In 
the first two parts of the section the two groups were essentially in 
agreement . 
The Church of God Home f or Child ren respondents would require 
'· -
less for a weekly salary for keeping a budget but a larger wee� salary 
for banking their money than would the C hild and Family Services . For 
buying only items a s  needed , the Child and Family Services group would 
need a larger weekly salary than the comparison group . This was true 
als o in buying s ome of the things they wanted . 
Fi�al�, the research instrument produced data whic h suggested 
that the children from the Church of God Home for Children were timid 
and ��ded to be dependent upon adults in seeking employment . They 
expected and demand ed a visible and tangible sexual exper ience in 
dating . These children had no apparent problems in the area of 
budgeting and purchasing and would d elay gratification by saving money 
for special items or a better vacation. 
The children from the Child md Family Services , on the other 
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hand , were observed to be more ind epend ent in seeking employment . Some 
started datin� at age fourteen and d id  not expect nor demand visible 
and tangible sexual experience .  They, like the c ompar ison group, had 
no apparent problems in the area of budgeting a nd purc hasing and would 
delay gratifi cation by saving money for special items or a better vaca-
tion. 
The null hypothesis , "There is no significant difference in the 
degree of soc ial functioning of the children in the Church of God Home - . 
for Children and the children receiving services from the C hild and 
Family Services,  as  measured in terms of dating, employment, purc hasing 
and budgeting , tt was not supported by these data . Although similarities 
existed in comparing the two groups in budgeting and purchasing, never­
theless observed dissimilarities were sufficient in the areas of dating 
and employment to reject the null nypothesis . 
II . SUGGESTED AREAS OF FUTURE RESEARCH 
The possible deve�opment of additional researc h proj ects was 
indicated by the f indings of the study, 11A Comparative Study of t he 
- -
Degree of Social Functioning of Children in the Church of God Home 
for Children , Sevierville , Tennessee , and Children Receiving Services 
from t he  Child and Family Services , Knoxville , Tennessee . "  These 
findings suggested a need for further evaluation of the soc ial func-
tioning of children residing in the Church of God Home for C hildren 
for two reasons : (1)  to assist them with life ' s  problems while living 
in the institution, and ( 2 )  to d etermine the ir readiness for adult 
responsibilities when they leave this  institution. 
Progress within any organization is obtained through attitudes 
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which encourage analysis of the program. Therefore, additional research 
projects would appear beneficial to the development of a superior pro-
gr�m at the Church of God Home for Children. The authors of this study 
suggested further research in such selected areas as :  ( 1 )  measurement 
of social functioning of children who have left the care of the Church 
of God Home for Children am the care of the C hild and Family Servic es 
and are living on their own, ( 2 )  examination of cliques,  sub-groups , and 
in/or out groups between and among c hildren and staff ,  (3 ) comparison of 
levels of social functioning of children in the C hurch of God Home for 
Children with their peer groups at school , and (4) evaluation of the 
attitudes of the houseparents at the C hurc h of God Home for C hildren. 
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III . CONCLUSIONS 
The findings of this study indicated were that children residing 
in the selected institutional environment displayed similar attitudes in 
budgeting and purchasing as did the comparison group of children living 
in individual family situations . However , the findings further 
suggested a measured difference of social functioning in the areas of 
dating and employment between the two s tudy groups . The in stituti onal 
group d isp�ayed inadequate dating behavior, with suggestions of sexual 
ac ting out . This same group presented dependent attitudes in see king 
employment , which gave impression of diff iculty in per sonal relation­
ships . Therefore , the overall behavior in dating and employment of the 
institutional group displayed social immaturity as compared with the 
observed attitudes and behavior of the group of children living in 
family settings . 
The similarities the attitudes in budgeting and purc hasing of 
the two groups suggested were tha t t he  institutional group were oper­
ating with equal competency in these areas as were the group living in 
families . It was al so observed that the institutional group was lacking 
in knowledge of socially accepted dating and employment behavior . 
Therefore , the authors of the s tudy respectfully recommend a few spe­
cific additional programs in order to cope with problems of daily 
living for c hildren living in the Church of God Home for Children, 
Sevierville, Tennes see . 
Organized activities available to all the children would help 
provide opportunities for learning socially rewarded behavior in 
specific area s .  For example : (1)  formal social involvement in lunch­
eons , teas and dinners ;  ( 2 )  informal activities suc h as competitive 
sports which would help enable the c hild to gain self-assurance neces­
sary to function in an individualistic world ; and ( 3 ) time for 
relaxation and free-and-easy discus sion. 
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In addition to the organized activities there should be training 
programs introducing the concept of etiquette . Educational films 
including discussion que�tions would stimula te self-expression . Demon­
strative sessions in good grooming and appropriate dress could be led 
by authorities in these field s of interest . Any amount of teaching 
exposing the children to ac tual experience in social functioning would 
be rewarding to them . 
Teaching the procedure of seeking employment would educate the 
children in this area . Introduction to bus iness establishments by the 
specified personnel could be arranged in conjunction with this program. 
Lectures �y military _ recruiting personnel would be meaningful to the 
young men. Some firsth�nd information by recent alumni of the institu-
. tion would be of interest to the c hildren. The se and other programs 
would offer some education in the area of employment . 
The orientation of additional training in soc ial functioning 
should include the houseparents 1 cooperation . They have continued con­
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APPENDIX 
Dating and Employment Questionnaire 
Definition: Dating is meeting with a boy or girl with whom plans 
have been made f or the purpose of recreation . 
Instructions : Read each question carefully before marking your 
answers .  
Important �: Please do not s ign your name , but indica te your age 
and sex. Your name wi ll not be known to the 
readers . 





Dating and Employment Questionnaire 
Read each question ca refully and check one answer . 
I have held a summer job or part-time job .  
I had an adult get the job for me . 
Read eac h question carefully and circle the wording that 
best describes your feelings 
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1.  I feel that I ( should , should not ) ask an adult to get a summer job 
for me . 
2 .  I feel tha t I ( s hould , should not) apply for a job at an employment 
of fice or agency that helps teenagers find summer jobs . 
3 . I feel that I ( should , should not) know how much the salary is before 
accepting the job .  
4.  I feel that I ( should , should not ) ask an adult to ta ke me to and 
£rom work . 
5 .  I feel that I ( should , should not ) ask an adult to arrange for � 
transportation __ to and from work . � 
6 .  I feel that I (should , should not ) gripe to my friend s about the kind 
of work I do  because I don ' t  like it . 
7 . I feel that I ( s hould , should not ) accept a job for the summer doing 
something I know I won ' t  like • 
. 
B. I feel that I ( should , should not ) call my employer if I see that I 
am going to be late for wo rk. 
9 . I feel tha t I ( should , should not ) call my employer if I see tha t I 
will have to take the day off . 
10 . I feel that I ( s hould , should not ) expect my salary in advance . 
11 . I feel that I ( should , should not) quit the job without giving my 
employer time to find someone to replace me . 
Dating and Employment Questionna ire 
Read each statement carefully and circle the word or 
words that best describe your feelings . 
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1 .  I feel the girl (should , should not) dec ide where to go on a date . 
2 .  I feel the girl ( s hould, should not) decide what to do on a date 
wit hout consulting the boy. 
3 . I f eel the girl ( should , s hould not) accept a date with a boy she 
doesn ' t  know well . 
� 
4 .  I feel the girl (should , should not) accept a date with a boy who 
calls up and . asks,  "What are you doing tonight?" 
5.  I feel the girl ( shoUld , should not) be late for a date to keep the 
bOY gue ssing . 
6 .  I feel the girl ( should, should not) consult her da te about the 
price of her _order when taken to a restaurant . 
1 .  I f eel the girl (should , should not) give the money to her date to 
pay her part when arrangements have� been made beforehand . 
8 .  I feel the girl ( s hould , s hould not) all ow the boy to kiss he r just 
becaus e he asks . � 
9.  I feel the girl ( should , should not)  go all the way to make her self 
popular . 
10 . I feel the girl ( s hould , should not) stay out longer if he insists 
on doing something else bef ore going home . 
11. I feel the girl ( s hould, should not) demand to be taken home immedi­
�tely or threaten to get out and walk if t he boy wants to park. 
12 . I feel the girl (should , should not ) feel that s he owes the boy a 
kiss f ar  taking ber out . 
13 . I feel the girl ( s hould , should not) suggest at the end of t he  
evening that they go home . 
Dating and Employment Questionna ire 
Read each statement carefully and ci rcle t he  ward or 
words that best describe your feelings . 
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1 .  I feel t iE  boy (s hould , s hould not ) ask for a da te .  
2 .  I feel t he  boy (should , should not) decide where to go and what to do 
without asking the girl . 
3 . I feel the boy ( should , should not ) always ask for a date several 
days a head of time , 
4 . I feel the boy ( should , s hould no t) ask  for a date when he doesn ' t  
know the girl well . 
5 .  I feel the boy ( should , should not ) have a plan in mind when he asks 
for a date . 
6 .  I feel the boy (should , should not ) call and explain why he can ' t  
�eep a date as soon as he knows it . 
7 . I feel the boy ( should , should not) stand a girl up just to keep her 
guessing . 
8 .  I feel the boy ( should , should not ) suggest what to  do on a date . 
I feel the boy (should , s hould not ) suggest what to order at a 
restaurant . 
10 . I feel the boy (should , should not ) expect t he girl to pay for her 
tic ket or food without having had an unders tanding beforehand . 
11 . I feel the boy ( should , should not) insist on a kiss on the first 
date . 
12 . I feel t he boy ( should , should not) expect a kiss on the second date 
with a girl . 
13 . I feel the boy ( should , should not ) expect a kiss on the third date 
with a girl . 
14.  I feel the boy ( should , s hould not ) expect a kiss on th e first date 
with a girl . 
15 . I feel t he  boy ( should , s hould not ) insi st on a kiss on the second 
date with a girl . 
Dating and Employmen t  Questionnaire 
Read ea ch statemen t carefully and c i rcle the word or 
word s tha t  best describe your feelings . 
16 . I feel the b oy ( should , should not ) insist on a kis s on the third 
date with a girl . 
17 . I f eel the boy ( should , s hould not ) keep control over his own 
emotions on the date . 
18 . I f eel the boy ( s hould , should not) plan to have the girl home a t  
the time her parents set . 
19 . I feel the boy ( should , should no t) expect a kis s of thanks f or 
taking the girl on a date . 
20 . I f eel the boy ( s hould , s hould not ) a s k  f or the next d ate before 
parting . 
YES NO 
Read the questions carefully and place an X under ye s or 
no , whichever applies to you . 
1 .  Do you date ? 
2 .  Do you go steady? 
3 .  D o  you go to the same places on every date ?  
4.  D o  you plan wha t  you are going to d o  before hand ? 
Read each question carefully and place an X in the line 
that applies to you . 
1 .  Do you d ouble date? _yes no 
once a week 
--twice a wee k  
--three times a wee k 
more than three ti mes a week 
--
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Dating and Employmen t  Questionnaire 
2 .  Do you single d ate ? _yes no 
once a week 
---twice a wee k 
three ti me s  a w eek 
--more than three times a week 




4 .  For transportation do � �? 
the bus 
--your c ar 
_ 
__...
girl f riend 1 s car 
boy f riend 1 s car 
--borrowed car 
5 .  On ! d ate do you prefer to 
go to a movie? --go d anc ing? 
:=:JUay miniatur e  golf ? 
go bowling? , ---
park? --attend a ball game'l 
---:other 
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6 .  Should a �y c ount !: date s uccessful only g he ..£!!! get 
the giri . . . . . 
� -- -
let him put his arm around her ? ---kiss him? 
make out ?. --
Budgeting and Purc hasing Questionnaire 
Definition: A budget is a plan to spend money. 
Instructions : Read each question c arefullY before marking your 
answers .  
Important Note : Please do not sign your name , but im icate 
your age and sex. Your name w ill not be 







Budgeting and Purc hasing Questionnaire 
Read each question carefully and chec k one answer . 
1 .  Do you have an allowance? _yes no 
2 .  Do you earn money? _Jes no 
3 . Do you keep a list of your employers showing your total earnings? 
_yes no 
4. Do you save money? _Jes no 
5 .  Do you keep a budget? yes - no 
6 .  Do you buy som� of your clothes? _Jes no 
7 . Do you buy your school supplies ? _yes no 
1 .  
· r  
IF YOU EARNED YOUR OWN MONEY: 
In which living arrangement w ould you keep a budget? 
single person living alone single person living with others 
----married couple married c ouple with c hildren neither one ..........- - - -
2 .  Whic h item would you cons ider most important for spending earned 
money? ____ life insurance ____ recreation ____ gifts ____ vacation 
3 . Whic h item would you cons ider least important f or spending earned 
money? _life insurance _recreation _gifts __ vacation 
I 
4. Which item would you cons ider most important for spending earned 
�oney? ____ clothes ____ food house rent medical billa 
5 .  Whic h item would you cons ider least important for spend ing earned 
money? clothe s food house rent medical bills 
6 .  Whic h item would you consider most important for aper:rl ing earned 
money? savings account extra clothes recreation 
_expensive car 
7 .  Which item would you consider least important for spending earned 
money? savings ac count extra clothes recreation 
�expensive car 
Budgeting and Purchasing Questionnaire 
Page 2 
8 .  Which item would you c ons ider most important for spend ing earned 
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money? clothes that would last through the summer clothes 
that "WOurcr!ast through the school year ? clothes that:W"'uld 
la st all year 
9 .  Whic h item would you c oosider least important f or spending earned 
money? clothes that would last through the summer clofu es 
that �ou�ast through the sc hool year clothes tha�uld 
last all ye�r ----
10 . If you had been saving money for vacation what would you do? 
. .  go on vacation now 
----save more money to go on vacation in two months 
�save even more money to go on vacation in two years 
- . 
11 . If you had money to attend a clothing sale what would you do? 
buy clothes because they are on sale 
�uy those clothes which you can use 
 no clothes because they ar e  an sale 
-
12 . If you .bought food whe re would you consider getting the most f or 
your money? 
super market 
----small groc ery store 
----variety store that sells food 
-
13 . If you bought food � er e  would you consider getting the least for 
your money? 
super market 
----small grocery store 
-variety stcr e  that sells food 
14 .  If you had f if ty cents what would you do? 
. spend it on the weekend 
--spen6 it next month 
-give it away 
::::save it for some special purpose 
15 . If you bought your school supplies what would you d o? 
buy them as you need them 
----buy them in large quantities 
not buy them but borrow from classmates 
Budgeting and Purchasing Questionnaire 
Page 3 
Read eac h statement carefullY and c ircle one answer 
1 .  I WOULD KEEP A WRITTEN BUDGET IF I EARNED A WEEKLY SALARY OF : 
$7.00 - $9 .00 $14.00 - $17 .00 $1 .00 - $3 .00 $4 .00 - $6 .00 
$10 - $13 .j)O 
2 .  I WOULD NOT KEEP A WRITTEN BUDGET IF I EARNED A WEEKLY SALARY OF : 
$10 .00 - $13 . 00 $4. 00 - $6 .00 $14 .00 - $17.00 $7.00 - $9 . 00  
$1.00 - $3 .00 
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) . I - CClJLD BUY ONLY THE THIOOS I NEEDED IF I EARNED A WEEKLY SALARY OF : 
$14 .00 - $17 .00 $1 .00 - $3 .00 $7.00 - $9.00 $4.00 - $6 .00 
$10 .00 - $13 .00 ' 
4. I COULD BUY SOME OF THE THINGS I WANTED IF I EARNED A SALARY OF : 
$1 .00 � $3 .00 $7.00 - $9.00 $10 .00 _ - $13 .00 $14.00 - $17 .00 
$4.00 - $6 .00 . 
5.  I COULD BANK MONEY IF I EARNED A WEEKLY SALARY OF : 
$10 .00 .- $13 . 00 $4.00 . - $6 .00 $7 .00 - $9.00 $14 .00 - $17 .00 
$1 .00 - -� .00 
6 .  I "  COULD koT BANK MONEY IF I EARNED A WEEKLY SALARY OF : 
$4.00_ � $6 ,00 $10 .00 - $13 .00 $1 .00 - $3 .00 $14 .00 - $17.00 
$7 � 00 - $9 .00 1 
. 
' 
